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Abstract: This study investigates transformations of a pre-mechanically activated saponite-containing
material with subsequent high-temperature treatment. The thermogravimetric analysis confirmed
that the mechanical activation of saponite leads to the destruction of its layered structure, accompa-
nied by the release of silicon dioxide and magnesium oxide in free form. The values of surface activity
for mechanically activated saponite-containing material are also calculated. It is shown that when
mechanically activated saponite-containing material is mixed with water, minerals of the serpentine
group are formed, and further high-temperature treatment leads to the formation of minerals of
the olivine group. It is experimentally shown that high-temperature treatment leads to the creation
of a more durable structure of the saponite-containing material. This is due to decreased porosity
and pore size, and sorption of moisture from the environment is also reduced. The study showed
that saponite-containing waste materials can be effectively treated to create composite materials
based on magnesia binders. Thus, with this method, the waste is effectively recycled into various
green building material and can be used as supplementary cementitious material or fine aggregate
replacement in concrete.

Keywords: saponite-containing material; thermogravimetric analysis; magnesia binder; mechanical
activation; high-temperature treatment; recycling of mining waste

1. Introduction

The significant urbanization of modern territories, regardless of their location, leads to
an increase in anthropogenic stress on the environment. This poses a challenge for reducing
the environmental impact on the ecosphere, and there is a need to develop ways to dispose
of various types of waste generated in significant volumes because of various chemical
processes [1,2]. The mining industry is one such industry where many necessary and
valuable metals and minerals are extracted from their respective mine ores. However, this
process leaves a significant amount of residue, and this additional overburden is usually
stored in or dumped into large areas [3]. According to Adiansyah et al. [4], approximately
97–99% by weight of mine ore ends up being residue or waste. This waste is generally
known as mine tailings. Recent estimates have indicated that globally, approximately
20–25 billion metric tonnes of mine waste are produced, out of which 7–14 billion tonnes
are the mine tailings [5]. With the ever-growing demand for metals for technological
advancement, the mining industry’s production is also growing, and thus waste production
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will grow in direct correlation. These mine tailings are transported in slurry form, as fine
particles, to large impoundments, and continuous dumping results in the development of
large dams of mine tailings. Approximately 4× 105 km2 of land is occupied by territories of
the mineral industry, including places for storing rock refuse [5]. Such a large accumulation
of these mineral rocks in the tailings’ storage area changes the land’s topography and
causes damage to hydrogeological and environmental conditions due to their different
chemical properties from the local soil [6].

In the Arkhangelsk region, huge amounts of saponite-containing material (SCM) [7]
and cyberlite ore dressing are dumped at the diamond mining plant of the open joint stock
company (OJSC) “Severalmaz”. The Arkhangelsk pipe of the diamond deposit, named
after M.V. Lomonosov, began to be developed 100 km to the northeast of Arkhangelsk in
2002. The uniqueness of the Lomonosov deposit was noted as early as the mid-1980s due to
the high quality of diamond raw materials on the one hand and the almost complete substi-
tution of deposit pipe rocks with clay minerals (mainly saponite) on the other, as opposed
to solid massive rocks such as in the pipes of the diamond-bearing Yakutsk province [8].

As a result of the development of the Lomonosov diamond deposit, saponite-containing
tailings are found in aqueous media in the form of a suspension, making it difficult to use
the process water in a recirculated water system. This is due to the low rate of clarification
of recycled water as the tailing dump is rapidly filled with tailings. As a result of kimberlite
ore dressing, sand and clay rocks in a wet state are sent to the tailing dump, where
up to 1 million tons of tailings are stored annually. Tailings transported by hydraulic
means are accumulated in special tailing storage tanks to form tailing deposits. The
most finely dispersed fraction is formed in a pond area at the tailing dump. The main
component of tailing deposits at the Lomonosov deposit is saponite (60–70%), with the
following minerals also contained in the solid phase: quartz, montmorillonite, palygorskite,
phlogopite, clinochlorite, talc, and dolomite. The chemical composition of SCM in terms
of oxides is represented by SiO2 (52%), MgO (19%), Al2O3 (10%), and CaO (4%). The
remaining components are found in trace amounts.

To reduce the environmental stress of SCM on the ecosphere, researchers have pro-
posed various ways to use these tailings in the building materials industry [9–12]. It is
known that the pre-activated saponite-containing material is an active component in bind-
ing composite systems. It is used as a modifier in concrete mixes and as a component for
strengthening soils and can act as an alternative to the phenol-formaldehyde binder of
mineral wool materials. At the same time, saponite is classified as a bentonite clay [13]
(it has a layered crystal lattice structure, Figure 1) that significantly changes in terms of
physical and mechanical properties during heat treatment by synthesizing formations from
pre-mechanically activated raw materials. The scheme of the saponite mechanical activa-
tion process [14] can be represented by the structural changes shown in Figure 1. However,
it should be noted that the modern literature contains very few results of studies into the
transformations of a mechanically pre-activated saponite-containing material (SCM) with
subsequent high-temperature modification. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to
obtain experimental results that allow us to obtain primary data in this area.

At the same time, amorphous phase formation in rocks during their mechanical
activation to the ultra- and nano-scale states is an important component of increasing the
reactivity of a highly dispersed material. For such systems, this capability is determined by
the surface activity. This criterion quantitatively describes the transition of potential energy
accumulated by the rock during its genesis to free surface energy due to the raw material’s
surface activation [15].

Surface activity (ks) is a thermodynamic criterion for evaluating the surface properties
of raw materials and is calculated using the following equation:

ks = Es/Em (1)
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where Es is free surface energy, J/kg, and Em is specific mass atomization energy, J/kg
(the ratio of the atomization energy (Ea) of the system to the sum of the molar masses of
substances (M) that make up the system under consideration [16]).
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Figure 1. Crystal lattice of saponite before and after mechanical activation.

The atomization energy is a macro parameter of the system and is calculated based
on the sample chemical composition by the enthalpy values of its main constituent oxide
formation [17]. The parameter of the finely dispersed state of a substance is the free
surface energy (Es), which is numerically equal to the product of the specific surface
energy of a highly fragmented sample (critical surface tension, σk) and its specific surface
area (Sspec) [15]

Es = σk·Sspec (2)

Frolova et al. [18] have worked out methodological techniques to determine the critical
surface tension of fine powders based on determining their contact angles of wetting with
a reference liquid (G.A. Zisman method).

2. Materials and Methods

For research purposes, the saponite-containing material was separated by electrolyte
coagulation from recycled water suspension obtained when dressing kimberlite ores from
the Lomonosov diamond deposit [19]. Then, the SCM sample was preliminarily brought
to a constant mass at 100 ◦C. Then, it was mechanically activated by grinding to a highly
dispersed state using the Retsch PM100 planetary ball mill for 15 and 45 min with a dry
mechanical dispersion method and a carbide-tungsten milling bowl. The specific sur-
face area and pore structure properties were studied with nitrogen sorption using the
AUTOSORB-iQ-MP specific surface area and pore size analyzer. The thermogravimetric
analysis of experimental samples (synchronous thermogravimetric and differential ther-
mal analysis) was performed at the SDT Q650 thermogravimetric analyzer in a nitrogen
atmosphere (50 mL/min flow rate) at a heating rate of 20 ◦C/min. The temperature range
was 30–1150 ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion

Thermal analysis results for the SCM, mechanically activated SCM and quartz sand
(non-mechanically activated as a reference sample) are shown in Figure 2. When analyz-
ing the obtained graphical data, attention should be paid to the temperature range in a
region of 576 ◦C. Thus, Thermogram 1, which corresponds to the SCM sample without
preliminary mechanical activation, shows no thermal effects in this temperature region,
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and Thermogram 2 (mechanically activated SCM) clearly indicates an endothermic peak at
this temperature, which corresponds to quartz modification transformations (α→ β).
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Figure 2. Thermal analysis of samples: 1—SCM; 2—mechanically activated SCM; 3—quartz sand
(98% SiO2).

This can be explained by the fact that the layered structure of saponite is destroyed
during its mechanical activation, and this process is accompanied by silicon dioxide release
in the free form (Figure 2). This fact is illustrated by the thermal effect at 576 ◦C in
Thermogram 3.

Morozova [14] found that SCM mechanical activation increases the amorphous phase
content, and an increase in the amount of the amorphous phase component in the mechani-
cally activated saponite-containing material leads to an increase in the highly dispersed
system activity.

The calculated values of ks for highly dispersed SCM samples (Table 1) also confirm
that mechanical activation (an increase in the specific surface area) leads to an increase
in the material reactivity and, consequently, an increase in the binding properties. The
thermal analysis of the mechanically activated SCM mixed with water (Figure 3) shows the
presence of an exothermic effect at 850 ◦C, which is specific to the process of serpentine
group mineral formation [20,21].

Table 1. Properties of SCM samples studied.

SCM Sample Ea,
kJ/mol

M,
g/mol

Em,
kJ/g

σk,
mJ/m2

Syд,
m2/kg

Es,
J/kg Ks × 10−5

Mechanically activated
(15 min) 1795 436 4.1 19.50 12,547 244.7 6.0

Mechanically activated
(45 min) 1795 436 4.1 20.70 26,955 557.9 13.6
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This can be explained by the fact that SCM’s mechanical activation leads to the release
of free silicon and magnesium oxides that can react with each other to form serpentine
minerals in the presence of water. Serpentine dehydration effects are present at a treatment
temperature of 650–750 ◦C, and the meta serpentine structure is ordered with the release of
forsterite (olivine group) at 850 ◦C [21,22].

Thermal analysis of the SCM mechanically pre-activated and thermo-modified at
850 ◦C shows the absence of temperature effects in the thermogram curve, which may
indicate that all structural and chemical transformations in the mechanically activated SCM
mixed with water are completed at this temperature. New structure generation from a
mechanically activated sample can be represented by the following scheme in Equation (3):

MgO + SiO2 →Mg6(OH)8[Si4O10]→Mg2SiO4 + H2O 850 ◦C (3)

The experiments were followed by evaluating the specific surface area, porosity, and
pore size of samples of mechanically activated SCM mixed with water before and after
thermal modification. The results of the experiment are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. SCM specific surface area, porosity, and pore size.

Parameter Mechanically Activated
SCM Mixed with Water

Thermo-Modified Mechanically
Activated SCM Mixed with Water

Specific surface, m2/kg 50,789 1005
Porosity, cm3/g 4.52 × 10−2 8.75 × 10−4

Pore diameter, nm Less than 472 Less than 24

According to the research results, the thermal modification of the mechanically acti-
vated SCM mixed with water significantly reduces the specific surface area (up to 50 times),
porosity (up to 50 times), and pore diameter (up to 20 times). This indicates that thermal
modification leads to a stronger SCM structure formed, and due to reduced porosity and
pore size, to a decrease in the moisture sorption from the environment.
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4. Conclusions

This paper discusses the environmental effects of waste materials containing saponite
and cyberlite ore dressing due to mining activities in the region of Arkhangelsk. Addi-
tionally, it proposes the treatment of such waste to reduce the environmental stress. There
are various ways to treat such wastes to convert them into materials suitable for use in
construction and buildings. In this paper, high-temperature treatment of pre-mechanically
activated saponite-containing material is investigated, and the properties of the resulting
material after treatment are also investigated. From the study, the following conclusions
are made.

- SCM mechanical activation destroys its layered crystal lattice with the release of
silicon and magnesium oxides that can interact with each other to form minerals of
the serpentine group. This transformation improves the mechanical properties of
these waste materials and makes them suitable for applications in ceramics for civil
construction projects such as building tiles.

- The thermal modification of the mechanically activated SCM mixed with water con-
tributes to a stronger structure of the saponite-containing material generated due to the
formation of olivine group minerals. This fact can be effectively used in the creation of
composite materials based on magnesia binders.

- Serpentinites are also used as a thermal and electrical insulator in industrial applications.
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